The protein family data is gathered from UniProt.
GPCRs
To collect the GPCR hierarchies two sources are used. The International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology (IUPHAR) Committee on Receptor Nomenclature and Drug Classification database was deemed as the richest available source of GPCR hierarchies and was selected as the primary source. However several expected GPCRs was not covered at the time so GPCR DB was also selected as a complementing source.
Ion Channels
The International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology (IUPHAR) Committee on Receptor Nomenclature and Drug Classification database contained all expected Ion Channels and were selected as the single source for the hierarchies.
NHRs
For the NHRs no complete and exhausting source could be identified at the time and considering the low number of genes belonging to this class the entries and their hierarchies were instead manually compiled and verified to be classified correctly.
Other
No hierarchical data is collected for entries belonging to this class other than the protein family data coming from UniProt.
The Druggability Keyword System
The druggability related keywords are used independently of the hierarchy system. They may also overlap so that two or more may be assigned to the same target. For entries were no match can be found, the annotation 'Other' is used. All Keyword-Target associations are gathered from UniProt. The current version has the following keywords:
Binding, Kinase, Lipase, Phosphatase, Protease, Signal, Transmembrane, Transport
Target database data points and their categorization
The data points are divided into the following categories. 
